ADDENDUM #2
Q/A
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION
SOW #

STRUCTURED CABLING
18OGSD-SOW-CABLING

1. Can you provide us the evaluation criteria?
a. The RFP released has the breakdown.
2. Can you provide us with anything additional besides the basic information?
a. The RFP was released in conjunction with an E-Rate Form 470 posted on the Universal Service Administrative Company
website at http://www.usac.org/sl/, under Tools, FCC Form 470 Tools. It can also be downloaded from the District website
at https://www.ogsd.net/, found under Technology Bid Opportunities. All addendums included this Q/A will also be
uploaded and located on both sites.
3. Is the E-Rate Category 2 budget all for the Cabling RFP?
a. The total budget is yet to be determined and E-Rate category 2 funds will be utilized for this project as well.
4. How many cable drops in total need to be installed?
a. An estimate can be found on the SOW and 470 posted.
5. Is the prevailing wage based on the winning bid?
a. Please refer to all local laws, rules and regulations regarding prevailing wage.
b. The evaluation will adhere to E-Rate rules, price of the eligible products and services will be assessed as the
primary factor, and that factor must be weighted more heavily than any other single factor in the evaluation.
6. What time is the bid due on Friday, March 9, 2018?
a. Before 12:00am March 10, 2018

7. Is the bidder required to have C7 or C10 licenses?
a. Though not a requirement on the bid it will be part of the evaluation.
8. Would you please provide us the list of the MDF & IDFs in each site?
a. The list provided is our approximate suggestion. The winning bidder can recommend and design their own cabling
structure.
9. Would you please provide us the map for each site?
a. The maps will be provided for the 5 schools we walked. This should help with extrapolating what the rest of the
schools could look like.
10. Would you please provide an inventory of classrooms and areas in which network drops are needed so that we can
provide an accurate count?
a. Please refer to the E-Rate Form 470 posted for all estimations.
11. Would it be acceptable to propose Panduit NetKey jacks and face plates since they are Keystone and can fit in other
solutions that you may want to use in the future.
a. Please provide your best solution or pricing for several different solutions based on the SOW released and 470
posted.
12. One quote for whole project or separate quote for each school?
a. Can be one quote or separate, though costs must be broken down by site for proper E-Rate Category 2 filing.
13. Quote for each year project or one quote?

a. Quote for E-Rate Funding Year 2018 only, broken down by site for proper Category 2 filing.
14. Panduit product or equivalent product?

a. Panduit or equivalent.
15. Leave raceway because of power on it? What about Frost?

a. The proposal should assume raceway removal as part of removing of old cables.

16. First 5 sites remove cabling and put new one what about School year project site?

a. Schools projected to be worked on during the school year will have the new cable installed alongside of the old.
Upon complete migration to new cables, the old will be removed.
17. E-Rate approve or not project still go?

a. Undetermined at the moment.
18. Can you provide exiting fiber connection count?

a. This is unknown.
19. Classroom Telco phone cable?

a. These cables should not be touched or removed.
20. What to do with Old cabinet and rack?

a. The old cabinets and racks will be part of removal of old cabling.
21. Can existing raceway be used for 3 classroom port since it staying due to electric outlet?

a. No.

